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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel model for high-
dimensional data, called the Hybrid Orthogo-
nal Projection and Estimation (HOPE) model,
which combines a linear orthogonal projection
and a mixture model under a unified generative
modelling framework. The HOPE model can
be learned unsupervised from un-labelled data as
well as discriminatively from labelled data. More
interestingly, we have shown the HOPE mod-
els are closely related to neural networks (NNs)
in a way that each NN hidden layer can be re-
formulated as a HOPE model. Therefore, the
HOPE framework can be used as a novel tool to
probe why and how NNs work, and more impor-
tantly, to learn NNs in either supervised or unsu-
pervised ways. We have investigated the HOPE
framework to learn NNs for several standard
tasks, including image recognition on MNIST
and speech recognition on TIMIT. Experimental
results show the HOPE framework yields signif-
icant performance gains over the current state-
of-the-art methods in various NN learning prob-
lems, including unsupervised feature learning,
supervised and semi-supervised learning.

1. Introduction
Machine learning systems normally consist of several dis-
tinct steps in design, namely feature extraction and data
modelling. In many traditional machine learning meth-
ods, feature extraction and data modelling are normally
conducted independently in two loosely-coupled stages,
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where feature extraction parameters and model parameters
are separately optimized based on rather different criteria.
On the other hand, neural networks (NNs) favour an end-
to-end learning process and NNs are capable of dealing
with almost any type of raw data directly without any ex-
plicit feature engineering. In the recent resurgence of NNs
in deep learning, more and more empirical evidence has
demonstrated that deep neural networks (DNNs) can ef-
fectively de-correlate high-dimensional data and automati-
cally learn useful features from large training sets, without
being disturbed by “the curse of dimensionality”. However,
it still remains as an open question why NNs can handle
these and what mechanism is used by NNs to de-correlate
high-dimensional data to learn good feature representations
for many real-world complicated tasks.

In this paper, we propose a novel data modeling framework
for high-dimensional data, namely Hybrid Orthogonal Pro-
jection and Estimation (HOPE) model. The key argument
for the HOPE framework is that feature extraction and data
modeling should not be decoupled into two separate stages
in learning and a good feature extraction module can not be
learned based on some over-simplified and unrealistic mod-
eling assumptions. The feature extraction and data model-
ing must be jointly learned and optimized by considering
the complex nature of data distributions. This is particu-
larly important in coping with high-dimensional data aris-
ing from most real-world applications. In the HOPE frame-
work, we propose to model high-dimensional data by com-
bining a relatively simple feature extraction model, namely
a linear orthogonal projection, with a powerful statistical
model for data modeling, namely a finite mixture model
of the exponential family distributions, under one unified
generative modeling framework. First of all, an orthogo-
nal linear projection is used in feature extraction to ensure
that the highly-correlated high-dimensional raw data is first
projected onto a lower-dimensional latent feature space,
where all feature dimensions are largely de-correlated. Sec-
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ondly, in the HOPE framework, we propose to use a pow-
erful model to represent data in the lower-dimensional fea-
ture space, rather than using any over-simplified models for
computational convenience. This is critical for complicated
tasks since any real-world data tend to follow a rather com-
plex distribution. Thirdly, the most important argument in
HOPE is that both the orthogonal projection and the mix-
ture model must be learned jointly according to one unified
criterion. In this paper, we first consider to learn HOPE in
an unsupervised manner based on the maximum likelihood
(ML) criterion and also explain that it can be supervisedly
learned based on any discriminative learning criterion.

Another important finding in this paper is that the proposed
HOPE models are closely related to neural networks (NNs)
currently widely used in deep learning. As we will show,
any single hidden layer in the most popular rectified lin-
ear (ReLU) NNs can always be reformulated as a HOPE
model consisting of a linear orthogonal projection and a
mixture of von Mises-Fisher distributions (movMFs). This
formulation helps to explain how NNs actually deal with
high-dimensional data and why NNs can de-correlate al-
most any types of high-dimensional data to generate good
feature representations. More importantly, this formula-
tion may open up new possibilities to learn NNs more ef-
fectively. For example, both supervised and unsupervised
learning algorithms for the HOPE models can be easily ap-
plied to learn NNs. By imposing an explicit orthogonal
constraint on the feature extraction layer, we will show that
the HOPE methods are very effective for both supervised
and unsupervised learning of NNs. In unsupervised learn-
ing, the ML-based HOPE learning algorithms can serve as
a very effective unsupervised learning method to learn NNs
from un-labelled data. Our experimental results on MNIST
and TIMIT have shown that the ML-based HOPE learning
algorithm can learn good feature representations in an un-
supervised way without using any data labels. These unsu-
pervised learning features may be fed to some simple post-
stage classifiers, such as linear SVM, to yield comparable
performance as deep NNs learned end-to-end with data la-
bels in supervised ways. Our proposed unsupervised learn-
ing algorithms significantly outperform the previous meth-
ods based on the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
(Hinton et al., 2006) and auto-encoder variants (Bengio
et al., 2007; Vincent et al., 2008). Moreover, in supervised
learning, relying on the HOPE models, we have managed
to learn some shallow NNs from scratch, which perform
comparably with the state-of-the-art deep neural networks
(DNNs), as opposed to learn shallow NNs to mimic a pre-
trained DNN as in (Ba & Caruana, 2014). Finally, the
HOPE models can also be used to train deep NNs and it
can yield significant performance gains over the existing
learning methods.

2. Hybrid Orthogonal Projection and
Estimation (HOPE)

Feature extraction and data modelling have been exten-
sively studied in machine learning, primarily as two sep-
arate problems. Probabilistic PCA (Tipping & Bishop,
1999a; Roweis, 1998), factor analysis, and heteroscedas-
tic discriminant analysis (HDA) (Kumar & Andreou, 1998)
are some interesting work to consider them jointly. Our
proposed HOPE model is essentially a generative model in
nature but it may also be viewed as a generalization to ex-
tend the probabilistic PCA in (Tipping & Bishop, 1999a)
to consider a complex data distribution that has to be mod-
elled by a finite mixture model in a latent feature space.
This setting is very different from (Tipping & Bishop,
1999b), where the original data is modelled by mixture
models in the original high-dimensional raw data space.

2.1. HOPE: Generalized PCA + Generative Model

In a standard PCA setting, each data sample is represented
as a high-dimensional vector, x, with dimensionality D.
Assume we have a full-size D × D orthogonal matrix
Û, satisfying ÛT Û = ÛÛT = I, each x in the orig-
inal D-dimensional data space can be decomposed based
on all orthogonal row vectors of Û, denoted as ui with
i = 1, · · · , D, as x =

∑D
i=1(x · ui) ui.

As shown in PCA, each high-dimensional data x can nor-
mally be represented in a lower-dimensional space fairly
precisely and the contributions from the remaining dimen-
sions may be viewed as random residual noises that have
sufficiently small variances. Therefore, we have

x = (x · u1) u1 + · · ·+ (x · uM ) uM︸ ︷︷ ︸
signal component x̃

+ (x · uM+1) uM+1 + · · ·+ (x · uD) uD︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise component x̄

(1)

Here we are interested in learning an M × D projection
matrix, denoted as U, to extract the signal component x̃, or
equivalently to map each data x onto a space having dimen-
sionality M < D, called the latent feature space hereafter.
This setting has several advantages. Firstly, ifM (M < D)
is selected properly, the projection may serve as a mecha-
nism to eliminate unwanted noises from the raw data. This
may make the subsequent learning process more robust and
less prone to overfitting. Secondly, all M row vectors ui
with i = 1, · · · ,M , are learned to represent signals well in
a lower M -dimension space, which makes the projection
an effective feature extraction for signals. Furthermore, if
all ui are orthonomal, it implies the projected features are
largely de-correlated. This will significantly simplify the
following model learning problem.
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Assume eachD-dimension data x is linearly projected onto
an M -dimension vector z as z = Ux, where U has or-
thonormal row vectors, satisfying UUT = I. We denote
the projection of the unwanted noise component x̄ as n.

Here we study how to learn the projection matrix U to rep-
resent D-dimensional data well in a lower M -dimension
feature space. If this projection is learned properly, we
may assume the above signal projection, z, and the resid-
ual noise projection, n, are independent in the latent feature
space. Therefore, we may derive the probability distribu-
tion of the original data as follows:

p(x) = |Û−1| · p(z) · p(n) (2)

where Û−1 denotes the Jacobian matrix to linearly map
data from the projected space back to the original data
space. If Û is orthonormal, the above Jacobian term
equals to one. In this work, we follow (Tipping & Bishop,
1999a) to assume the residual noise projection n follows
an isotropic covariance Gaussian distribution in a (D-M)-
dimensional space, i.e. p(n) ∼ N (n|0, σ2I), where σ2

is a variance parameter to be learned from data. More-
over, we assume that z follows a finite mixture model
in the M -dimension feature space because a finite mix-
ture model may theoretically approximate any arbitrary
statistical distribution as long as a sufficiently large num-
ber of mixture components are used. For simplicity, we
may assume z follows a finite mixture of some exponen-
tial family distributions: p(z) =

∑K
k=1 πk · fk(z|θk),

where πk denotes mixture weights with
∑K
k=1 πk = 1,

and fk(z|θk) stands for a unimodal distribution from the
exponential family with model parameters θk. We use Θ
to denote all model parameters in the mixture model, i.e.,
Θ = {θk, πk|k = 1, · · · ,K}. In this paper, we consider
the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution for fk(z|θk). The
main reason is that the choice of the vMF model can strictly
link our HOPE models to regular neural networks in deep
learning, as to be elucidated soon. The vMF distribution
may be viewed as a generalized normal distribution defined
on a high-dimensional spherical surface. Thus, z follows a
mixture of the von Mises-Fisher distributions (movMFs) as
follows:

p(z) =
K∑
k=1

πk · fk(z|θk) =
K∑
k=1

πk · CM (|µk|) · ez·µk (3)

where z is located on the surface of an M-dimensional
sphere, i.e., |z| = 1, θk denotes all model parameters of
the k-th vMF component and it is an M -dimensional vec-
tor in this case, and CM (κ) is the probability normalization
term of the k-th vMF component, defined as: CM (κ) =

κM/2−1

(2π)M/2IM/2−1(κ)
, where Iv(·) denotes the modified Bessel

function of the first kind at order v.

3. Unsupervised Learning of HOPE Models
Obviously, the HOPE model is essentially a generative
model that combines feature extraction and data modelling
together, and thus its model parameters, including both the
project matrix and the mixture model, can be estimated
based on the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. How-
ever, since z follows a mixture distribution, no closed-form
solution is available to derive either the projection matrix
or the mixture model. In this case, some iterative optimiza-
tion algorithms, such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
(Bottou, 2004), must be used to jointly estimate both the
projection matrix U and the movMFs model altogether to
maximize a joint likelihood function. 1

Given the training set, X = {xn|n = 1, · · · , N}, each of
which is normalized to be unit norm, i.e. |xn| = 1, the
joint log-likelihood function related to all HOPE parame-
ters, including the projection matrix U, the mixture model
Θ = {θk, πk|k = 1, · · · ,K} and residual noise variance
σ, can be expressed as follows:

L(U,Θ, σ|X) =
N∑
n=1

[
ln Pr(zn) + ln Pr(nn)

]
(4)

=
N∑
n=1

ln

(
K∑
k=1

πk · fk(Uxn|θk)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L1(U,Θ)

+
N∑
n=1

ln
(
N
(
nn|0, σ2I

))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L2(U,σ)

The HOPE parameters, including U, Θ and σ, can all be
estimated by maximizing the above likelihood function as:

{U∗,Θ∗, σ∗} = arg maxU,Θ,σ L(U,Θ, σ|X) (5)

subject to an orthogonal constraint:

UUT = I. (6)

As in (Bao et al., 2013), we may cast the orthogonal con-
straint in eq.(6) as a penalty term in the objective function
to convert the above constrained optimization problem into
an unconstrained one as follows:

{U∗,Θ∗, σ∗} = arg maxU,Θ,σ

[
L(U,Θ, σ|X)−β·D(U)

]
(7)

where β (β > 0) is a control parameter to balance
the contribution of the penalty term, and the penalty
term D(U) is a differentiable function as: D(U) =∑M
i=1

∑M
j=i+1

|ui·uj |
|ui|·|uj | , with ui denoting the i-th row vec-

tor of the project matrix U, and ui · uj representing the

1Here we assume the projection matrix Û is orthonormal.
Thus, the Jacobian term in eq.(2) disappears since it equals to
one. See (Zhang & Jiang, 2015) for the cases where U is not
orthonormal.
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inner product of ui and uj . The norms of all row vectors
of U need to be normalized to one in training.

Here, we propose to use the SGD method to optimize the
objective function in eq.(7). In this case, given any training
data or a mini-batch of them, we calculate the gradients of
the objective function w.r.t. the projection matrix, U, and
the parameters of the mixture model, Θ, and then update
them iteratively until the ML objective function converges.

3.1. Dealing with the penalty term D(U)

Following (Bao et al., 2013), the gradients of the penalty
term D(U) with respect to each row vector, ui (i =

1, · · · ,M ), can be easily derived as: ∂D(U)
∂ui

=
M∑
j=1

gij ·[
uj

ui·uj
− ui

ui·ui

]
, where gij denotes the absolute cosine

value of the angle between two row vectors, ui and uj ,
computed as: gij = |ui·uj |

|ui|·|uj | . The above derivatives can be
equivalently represented as the following matrix form:

∂D(U)
∂U

= (D−B)U (8)

where D is an M ×M matrix, with its elements computed

as dij = sign(ui·uj)
|ui|·|uj | (1 ≤ i, j ≤ M), and B is an M ×M

diagonal matrix, with its diagonal elements computed as
bii =

P
j=1 gij

ui·ui
(1 ≤ i ≤M).

3.2. Dealing with the noise model term L2

The log-likelihood function related to the noise model,
L2(U, σ), can be expressed as:

L2(U, σ) = −N(D −M)
2

ln(σ2)− 1
2σ2

N∑
n=1

nTnnn. (9)

And we have nTnnn = (xn −UT zn)T (xn −UT zn), The
gradient of L2 w.r.t U can be derived as follows:

∂L2(U, σ)
∂U

=
1
σ2

N∑
n=1

U
[
xn(x̄n)T + x̄n(xn)T

]
. (10)

For the noise variance σ2, we can easily derive a closed-
form update formula by vanishing its derivative to zero:
σ2 = 1

N(D−M)

∑N
n=1 nTnnn.

3.3. Computing L1 for movMFs

Given a mini-batch of training samples, X = {xn|n =
1, · · · , N}, the log-likelihood function of the HOPE model
with movMFs can be expressed as follows:

L1(U,Θ) =
N∑
n=1

ln

[
K∑
k=1

πk · CM (|µk|) · ezn·µk

]
(11)

Algorithm 1 SGD-based unsupervised learning for HOPE
randomly initialize ui (i = 1, · · · ,M ), πk and µk (k =
1, · · · ,K)
for epoch = 1 to T do

for minibatch X in training set do
U← U+ε ·

(
∂L1(U,Θ)

∂U + ∂L2(U,σ)
∂U − β · ∂D(U)

∂U

)
µk ← µk + ε · ∂L1(U,Θ)

∂µk
(∀k)

πk ← πk + ε · ∂L1(U,Θ)
∂πk

(∀k)

σ2 ← 1
N(D−M)

∑N
n=1 nTnnn

πk ← πkP
j πj

(∀k) and ui ← ui

|ui| (∀i)
end for

end for

where each zn must be normalized to be of unit length as
required by the vMF distribution as:

z̃n = Uxn and zn =
z̃n
|z̃n|

. (12)

We first define an occupancy statistic for the k-th vMF
component as: γk(zn) = πk·CM (|µk|)·e

zn·µkPK
j=1 πj ·CM (|µj |)·e

zn·µj
.Then, we

can derive the partial derivatives of L1(U,Θ) with respect
to πk,µk and U as follows:

∂L1(U,Θ)
∂πk

=
N∑
n=1

γk(zn)
πk

(13)

∂L1(U,Θ)
∂µk

=
N∑
n=1

γk(zn)
[
zn −

µk
|µk|

·
IM/2(|µk|)
IM/2−1(|µk|)

]
(14)

∂L1(U,Θ)
∂U

=
N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

γk(zn)
|z̃n|

(I− znzTn )µkx
T
n . (15)

Refer to (Zhang & Jiang, 2015) for the details on the
above derivatives and the numerical methods to compute
the Bessel functions in vMF.

3.4. The SGD-based Learning Algorithm

Because all mixture weights, πk (k = 1, · · ·K), and all row
vectors, ui (i = 1, · · · ,M ) of the projection matrix satisfy
the constraints:

∑K
k πk = 1 and |uj | = 1 (∀j). During the

SGD learning process, πk and ui must be normalized after
each update as: πk ← πkP

j πj
and ui ← ui

|ui| .

Finally, we summarize the SGD algorithm to learn the
HOPE models based on the maximum likelihood (ML) cri-
terion in Algorithm 1.
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4. Learning Neural Networks as HOPE
As described above, the HOPE model may be used as a
generative model for high-dimensional data. The HOPE
model itself can be efficiently learned unsupervised from
unlabelled data based on the above-mentioned maximum
likelihood criterion. Moreover, if data labels are available,
a variety of discriminative training methods, such as those
in (Jiang, 2010; Jiang & Li, 2010; Jiang et al., 2014), may
be used to learn the HOPE model in a supervised way based
on other discriminative learning criteria.

More interestingly, there exists strong relationship between
the HOPE models and neural networks (NNs). As a result,
the HOPE models may be used as a new tool to probe why
NNs work so well in practice. More importantly, the HOPE
framework provides us with some new approaches to learn
NNs: (i) Unsupervised learning: the maximum likelihood
estimation of HOPE may be directly applied to learn NNs
from unlabelled data; (ii) Supervised learning: the HOPE
framework can be incorporated into the normal supervised
learning of NNs by explicitly imposing orthogonal con-
straints in learning. This may improve the learning of NNs
and yield better and more compact models.

4.1. Linking HOPE to Neural Networks

A HOPE model normally consists of two stages: i) a linear
orthogonal projection from the raw data space to the la-
tent feature space; ii) a generative model defined as a finite
mixture model in the latent feature. As a result, we may
depict every HOPE model as a two-layer network: a linear
projection layer and a nonlinear model layer, as shown in
Figure 1 (a). The first layer represents the linear orthogo-
nal projection from x (x ∈ RD) to z (z ∈ RM ): z = Ux.
The second layer represents the underlying finite mixture
model in the feature space and each node in the model
layer represents the log-likelihood value from one mixture
component, i.e., ln fk(z|θk). Moreover, similar to neural
networks, we may apply nonlinearity to all nodes in the
model layer as: ηk = max(0, ln fk(z|θk) − εk), to elimi-
nate those small log likelihood values below a given thresh-
old, εk. Pruning these small log likelihood values does not
affect the total likelihood from the mixture model (because
it is always dominated by only a few components) while
it may improve robustness since these small log-likelihood
values may be very noisy. In this way, all rectified log like-
lihood values in the model layer, i.e., ηk (1 ≤ k ≤ K),
may be viewed as a sensory map in the latent feature space
for each input, x.2 This sensory map may be viewed as a
learned feature representation to feed to a softmax classifier
to form a shallow NN, or another HOPE model to form a
deep neural network, or other post-stage classifiers (such as

2Refer to (Zhang & Jiang, 2015) for the detailed explanation
on this.

SVMs, DNNs).

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Illustration of a HOPE model as a layered network
structure in (a). It can be reformulated as a hidden layer in NNs
as shown in (b).

Moreover, since the projection layer is linear, it can be
mathematically combined with the upper model layer to
generate a single layer structure, as shown in Figure 1 (b).
If movMFs are used in HOPE, it is equivalent to a hidden
layer in normal rectified linear (ReLU) neural networks.
And the weight matrix in the merged layer can be simply
derived from the HOPE model parameters, U and Θ. Take
movMFs as example, each weight vector in Figure 1 (b)
may be computed as wk = UTµk and the bias in each hid-
den node is computed as bk = lnπk + ln CM (|µk|) − εk.
The formulation in Figure 1 (a) helps to explain the under-
lying mechanism how NNs work. Under the HOPE frame-
work, it becomes clear that each hidden layer in NNs actu-
ally perform two different tasks implicitly, namely feature
extraction and data modelling. This may shed some light
on why NNs can directly deal with various types of highly-
correlated high-dimensional data (Pan et al., 2012) without
any explicit dimension reduction and feature de-correlation
steps.

Even though the linear projection layer may be merged
with the model layer after all model parameters are learned,
however, it may be beneficial to keep them separate during
the model learning process. In this way, the model capac-
ity may be controlled by two distinct control parameters: i)
M can be selected properly to filter out noise components
as in eq.(1) to prevent overfitting in learning; ii) K may
be chosen independently to ensure the model is complex
enough to model very big data sets for more difficult tasks.
Moreover, we may enforce the orthogonal constraint, i.e.,
UUT = I, during the model learning to ensure that all di-
mensions of z are largely decorrelated in the latent feature
space, which may significantly simplify the density estima-
tion in the feature space using a finite mixture model.

Based on the above discussion, a HOPE model is mathe-
matically equivalent to a hidden layer in neural networks.
Under this formulation, it is clear that any neural network
can be trained under the HOPE framework. There are sev-
eral advantages to learn neural networks under the HOPE
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framework. First of all, the modelling capacity of neural
networks may be explicitly controlled by selecting proper
values for M and K, each of which is chosen for a dif-
ferent purpose. Secondly, we can easily apply the maxi-
mum likelihood estimation of HOPE models in section 3 to
unsupervised or semi-supervised learning of NNs from un-
labeled data. Thirdly, the useful orthogonal constraints may
be incorporated into the normal back-propagation process
to learn better NN models in supervised learning as well.

4.2. Unsupervised Learning of NNs as HOPE

The maximum likelihood estimation method for HOPE in
section 3 can be used to learn neural networks layer by
layer in an unsupervised learning mode. All HOPE model
parameters in Figure 1 (a) are first estimated based on the
maximum likelihood criterion as in section 3. Next, the
two layers in the HOPE model are merged to form a regu-
lar NN hidden layer as in Figure 1 (b). In this case, class
labels are not required to learn all network weights and
NNs can be learned from un-labelled data under a theoreti-
cally solid framework. This is similar to the Hebbian style
learning (Rolls & Treves, 1998) but it has a well-founded
and converging objective function in learning. Next, the
rectified log-likelihood values from the HOPE model, i.e.,
ηk (1 ≤ k ≤ K), may be viewed as a sensory map in the
latent feature space, which may serve as a good feature rep-
resentation of the original data. At the end, a small amount
of labelled data may be used to learn a simple classifier,
either a softmax layer or a linear support vector machine
(SVM), on the top of the HOPE layers, which takes the
sensory map as input for final classification or prediction.

In unsupervised learning, the learned orthogonal projec-
tion matrix U may be viewed as a generalized PCA, which
performs dimension reduction by considering the complex
distribution in the latent feature space modelled by a finite
mixture model.

4.3. Supervised Learning of NNs as HOPE

The HOPE framework can also be applied to the supervised
learning of NNs when data labels are available. For exam-
ple, each hidden layer in a ReLU NN, as shown in Figure
1 (b), can be viewed as a HOPE model and thus it may
be decomposed as a combination of a projection layer and
a model layer, as shown in Figure 1 (a). In this case, M
needs to be chosen properly to prevent overfitting in learn-
ing. In other words, each hidden layer in ReLU NNs is first
represented as two layers prior to learning, namely a lin-
ear projection layer and a nonlinear model layer. If data la-
bels are available, we may use the standard minimum cross-
entropy error criterion to do a standard back-propagation to
learn all decomposed HOPE model parameters. The only
difference is that the orthogonal constraints in eq.(6) must

be imposed for all projection layers during training, where
the derivatives in eq.(8) must be incorporated in the back-
propagation process to update each project matrix U to en-
sure it is orthonormal. After the learning is done, each pair
of the projection and model layers may be merged into a
single hidden layer. After merging, the resultant network
has the exactly same network structure as the initial ReLU
neural network.

In supervised learning, the learned orthogonal projection
matrix U may be viewed as a generalized LDA or HDA
(Kumar & Andreou, 1998), which optimizes the data pro-
jection to maximize (or minimize) the underlying discrim-
inative training criterion.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Two structures to learn deep networks with HOPE: (a)
Stacking a DNN on top of one HOPE layer; (b) Stacking multiple
HOPE layers.

4.4. HOPE for Deep Learning

The HOPE framework can be used to learn rather strong
shallow NNs. However, this does not hinder HOPE from
building deeper models for deep learning. As shown in
Figure 2, we may have two different structures to learn
deep NNs under the HOPE framework. In Figure 2 (a),
one HOPE model is used as the first layer primarily for
feature extraction and a DNN is concatenated on top of it
as a powerful classifier to form a deep structure. The deep
model in Figure 2 (a) may be learned in either supervised
or semi-unsupervised mode. In semi-unsupervised learn-
ing, the HOPE model is learned unsupervisely based on the
maximum likelihood estimation and the upper deep NN is
learned in a supervised manner. Alternatively, if we have
enough labelled data, we may jointly learn both HOPE and
DNN in a supervised manner. Alternatively, we may even
stack multiple HOPE models to form another deep model
structure, as in Figure 2 (b). In this case, each HOPE model
generates a sensory feature map in its model layer. Just like
a normal image, this sensory feature map is highly corre-
lated. Thus, it makes sense to add another HOPE model on
top of it to de-correlate features and perform data modeling
at finer granularity. The deep HOPE model structures in
Figure 2 (b) can also be learned in either supervised or un-
supervised mode. In unsupervised learning, these HOPE
layers are learned layer-wise using the maximum likeli-
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hood estimation. In supervised learning, all HOPE lay-
ers are learned in back-propagation with orthonormal con-
straints being imposed to all projection layers.

5. Image Recognition Experiments: MNIST
Here, we first use the MNIST data set (LeCun et al., 1998)
to evaluate the performance of unsupervised feature learn-
ing using the HOPE model with movMFs. Secondly, we in-
vestigate the performance of supervised learning of DNNs
under the HOPE framework. Finally, we consider a semi-
supervised learning scenario with the HOPE models. 3

5.1. Unsupervised Feature Learning

We first randomly extract many small 6 × 6 patches
(400,000 in total) from the original unlabelled training im-
ages on MNIST for unsupervised feature learning. These
patches are normalized to be zero mean and unit variance.

Here, we follow the same experimental setting in (Coates
et al., 2011), where an unsupervised learning algorithm is
used to learn a feature extractor to map each input vector in
RD to another K-dimension feature vector. In this work,
we have examined several different unsupervised learning
algorithms for feature learning: (i) kmeans clustering (use
the Euclidean distance in clustering); (ii) spherical kmeans
(spkmeans) clustering (using the cosine distance in cluster-
ing); (iii) mixture of vMF (movMF), (iv) PCA based di-
mension reduction plus movMF (PCA-movMF); and (v)
the HOPE model with movMFs (HOPE-movMF). As for
the movMF model, we can use the expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm for estimation, as described in (Baner-
jee et al., 2005). In PCA-movMF and HOPE-movMF, we
useM=20. After these models are learned, each one is used
to convolve an MNIST image to generate a rectified feature
map. Next, following (Coates et al., 2011), we average the
feature maps within each equally-sized quadrant to obtain
a 4K-dimensional feature vector for each MNIST image.
These 4K-D feature vectors, along with the image labels,
are used to estimate a simple linear SVM as a post-stage
classifier for image classification.

The experimental results are shown in Table 1. We can
see that spkmeans and movMF can achieve much better
performance than kmeans. The PCA-based dimension re-
duction leads to further performance gain. Finally, the
jointly trained HOME models with movMFs yield the best
performance, e.g., 0.64% in classification error rate when
K=1200. This is a very strong performance for unsuper-
vised feature learning on MNIST.

3Matlab codes are available at https://wiki.eecs.
yorku.ca/lab/MLL/projects:hope:start for readers
to reproduce all MNIST results reported in this paper.

Table 1. MNIST test error rates (in %) using unsupervised learned
4K-D features plus supervisedly learned linear SVMs.

model \ K 400 800 1200 1600
kmeans 1.41 1.31 1.16 1.13

spkmeans 1.09 0.90 0.86 0.81
movMF 0.89 0.82 0.81 0.84

PCA-movMF 0.87 0.75 0.73 0.74
HOPE-movMF 0.76 0.71 0.64 0.67

Table 2. MNIST test error rates (in %) of a shallow NN and two
HOPE-trained NNs. Dropout is used here. (Two numbers in
bracket, [M, K], indicate a HOPE layer).

net structure \ K 1k 2k 5k
NN baseline: 784-K-10 1.05 1.01 1.01

HOPE1: 784-[200-K]-10 0.99 0.85 0.89
HOPE2: 784-[400-K]-10 0.86 0.86 0.85

5.2. Supervised Learning of NNs as HOPE

Here, we use the MNIST data set to examine the supervised
learning of rectified linear (ReLU) NNs under the HOPE
framework, as in section 4.3. As the MNIST training set is
very small, we use the dropout technique in (Hinton et al.,
2012) to improve the model learning. But, we do not use
any data augmentation method in this work.

In Table 2, we compare a 1-hidden-layer shallow NN with
two HOPE models (M=200,400). The results show that
the HOPE framework can significantly improve supervised
learning of NNs as well. Under the HOPE framework, we
can train very simple shallow neural networks from scratch,
which can yield comparable performance as deep models.
For example, as shown in Table 2, we may achieve 0.85%
in classification error rate using a shallow NN (with only
one hidden layer of 2000 nodes) trained under the HOPE
framework. Furthermore, we consider to build deeper mod-
els (two-hidden-layer) under the HOPE framework. Using
the two different structures in Figure 2, we can further im-
prove the classification error rate to 0.81%, as shown in
Table 3. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the
best results reported on MNIST without using CNNs and
data augmentation.

Table 3. MNIST test error rates (in %) of a 2-hidden-layer DNN
and two HOPE-trained DNNs, with or without using dropout.

model Net Architecture without with
DNN 784-1200-1200-10 1.25 0.92

HOPE + NN 784-[400-1200]-1200-10 0.99 0.82
HOPE*2 784-[400-1200]*2-10 0.97 0.81

https://wiki.eecs.yorku.ca/lab/MLL/projects:hope:start
https://wiki.eecs.yorku.ca/lab/MLL/projects:hope:start
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Table 4. MNIST test error rates (in %) using RAW pixel fea-
tures or unsupervised learned (USL) features from HOPE-
movMF (K=800), along with different post-stage classifiers
trained separately only by limited labeled training samples.
All used classifiers: DNN1 (784-1200-1200-10); HOPE-DNN1
(784-[400-1200]-10); HOPE-DNN2 (784-[400-1200]-1200-10);
DNN2 (2740-1200-1200-10); HOPE-DNN3 (2740-[400-1200]-
10); HOPE-DNN4 (784-[400-1200]-1200-10).

model \ # labeled data 2k 5k 10k all
CDBN(Lee et al., 2009) 2.13 1.59 - 0.82

RAW + DNN1 4.71 3.20 2.15 0.92
RAW + HOPE-DNN1 4.53 2.92 2.04 0.86
RAW + HOPE-DNN2 4.02 2.60 1.83 0.82

USL + linear SVM 2.38 1.47 1.13 0.71
USL + DNN2 1.99 1.03 0.88 0.43

USL + HOPE-DNN3 1.78 0.95 0.87 0.42
USL + HOPE-DNN4 1.70 0.90 0.79 0.40

5.3. Semi-supervised Learning

Here we combine the unsupervised feature learning with
supervised model learning and examine the classification
performance when only limited labelled training data is
available. For comparison, we list the results using convo-
lutional deep belief networks (CDBN) in (Lee et al., 2009)
as a baseline. In our experiments, we use the raw pixel fea-
tures and unsupervised learned (USL) features from section
5.1. For example, we choose the unsupervised learned fea-
tures from the HOPE-movMF model (K=1200) in Table
1. Next, we feed these features to a post-stage classifier,
which is supervisedly trained using only a portion of the
training data (and labels), ranging from 2000 to 60000 (all).
We test many different types of classifiers here, including
linear SVM, regular DNNs and HOPE-trained DNNs, all
of which are trained independently from the feature learn-
ing. All results are summarized in Table 4, which show that
we can achieve the best performance when we combine the
HOPE-trained USL features with HOPE-trained post-stage
classifiers. The gains are quite dramatic no matter how
much labelled training data is used. For example, when
only 5, 000 labelled training samples are used, our method
can achieve 0.90% in error rate, which significantly out-
performs all other methods including CDBN in (Lee et al.,
2009). At last, as we use all labeled training data for the
HOPE model, we can achieve 0.40% in error rate. To our
knowledge, this is the best result reported on MNIST with-
out using data augmentation. Furthermore, our best sys-
tem uses a quite simple model structure, consisting of a
HOPE-trained feature extraction layer of 800 nodes and a
HOPE-trained NN of two hidden layers (1200 node in each
layer), which is much smaller and simpler than those top-
performing systems on MNIST.

Table 5. Supervised learning of NNs on TIMIT with and without
HOPE. (PER: phone error rate in speech recognition.)

model net structure PER (%)
NN 1845-10240-183 23.85

HOPE-NN 1845-[256-10240]-183 23.04
DNN 1845-3*2048-183 22.37

HOPE-DNN 1845-[512-2048]-2*2048-183 21.59

6. Speech Recognition Experiments: TIMIT
In this experiment, we examine the supervised learning of
shallow and deep NNs under the HOPE framework for a
standard speech recognition task using the TIMIT data set.

Following (Xue et al., 2014), we process speech waveforms
to generate a 123-dimension Mel-scaled filter-bank feature
vector per speech frame, then concatenate 15 consecutive
frames within a long context window of (7+1+7) to feed
to the models, as 1845-dimension input vectors. We first
train ReLUs based shallow and deep NNs as our baseline
systems using the back-propagation algorithm based on the
minimum cross-entropy criterion. When we use the mini-
batch SGD to train neural networks under the HOPE frame-
work, the control parameter for the orthogonal constraints,
β, is set to be 0.01. Here, we compare the standard NNs
with the HOPE-trained NNs for two network architectures,
one shallow network with one hidden layer of 10,240 hid-
den nodes and one deep network with 3 hidden layers of
2,048 nodes. The performance comparison between them
is shown in Table 5. From the results, we can see that the
HOPE-trained NNs can consistently outperform the regular
NNs by an about 0.8% absolute error reduction. Moreover,
the HOPE-trained NNs are much smaller than their coun-
terparts in number of model parameters if the HOPE layers
are not merged but they are the same after merging.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a HOPE model for high-
dimensional data. The HOPE model combines feature ex-
traction and data modelling under a unified generative mod-
elling framework so that both feature extractor and data
model can be jointly learned in either supervised or unsu-
pervised ways. Moreover, the HOPE models can be applied
to unsupervised learning for NNs.

As the future work, we will investigate the HOPE model to
learn convolution neural networks (CNNs) for more chal-
lenging image recognition tasks, such as CIFAR and Ima-
geNet. Moreover, we are also examining the HOPE-based
unsupervised learning for various natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) tasks.
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